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What the Daily Mail reported…

… please see over 



The transition to Net Zero will require a shift of investment from
those polluting companies that have deceived the public about

climate risks for decades, the fossil fuel companies, to
renewable energy. It is a political choice to place that burden
onto the working public rather than taxing the polluters and

What the Daily Mail didn’t report…

■ Common Sense?

How we get to Net Zero is the most important 
factor, not 2050. It is the area under the line 
that represents emissions (see diagram).
Weakening Net Zero policy will increase 

emissions, global heating and harm to life.

■ Cost?

It will increase the cost of 

living and cost jobs! 

So say a hundred
economists who have 
written to Sunak to correct 
him (inews). His U-turn 
will cost £2billion/year

through poor insulation;
 cost drivers £6billion due
to EVs being cheaper
upfront by 2030.
It will impact green jobs.
When Cameron scrapped 
the ‘Green Crap’ in 2012, the result was a 
significant loss of Green job opportunities.

“

ARE YOU OK WiTH THiS?

■ Who wants this?

Not the UK public - recent polls have shown 
that the majority of the UK public want more 
action on climate not less. (Ipsos, People’s Poll, 
Guardian). 

Not business, industry 
needs strong reliable 
leadership to grow and 
lead the transition. Many 
companies have already  
prepared for  Net Zero 
transition. Ford UK have 
said that any delay to the 

Gov’s ICE car ban risks the 

EV transition.

Not even major Tory 

Donor John Caudwell who 
‘refuses to back Sunak after 
his “crazy” U-turn on   

        Green policies’

This is clearly a bad move, supported by 
the Daily Mail, don’t your readers deserve 

better?

The transition to Net Zero will require a shift of investment from
those polluting fossil fuel companies, that have deceived the
public about climate risks for decades, to renewable energy. It
is a political choice to place that burden onto the working public
rather than taxing the polluters and those who invest in pollution.

The Daily Mail supports Reckless Rishi’s weakening of his
Net Zero plans. It is harmful and will benefit very few


